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Introduction – Q1 2022

The Dynamic Portfolios (DPs) and the Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios (SDPs) benefit from a responsive approach which means that they
reflect up-to-date markets and continue to match a level of risk that you, the investor, are comfortable with. To help manage and spread
risk, we select assets from a wide variety of classes and funds to sit inside the DPs. This enables us to build diversified portfolios that
spread investment risk. This includes adjusting the balance between active and passive investment strategies to align with where we
believe we are in the market cycle. This rebalancing is reviewed on a quarterly basis and is linked to your risk tolerance. This quarterly
investment review contains information from the most recent investment committee held on 28th April 2022 and governance oversight
committee meeting on 29th April 2022, with the subsequent rebalances and fund switches occurring on 6th May 2022.
Market commentary – Q1 2022

The first quarter of 2022 brought a major geopolitical shock when Russia invaded Ukraine and commenced a brutal and unlawful war on
24th February. This was seen as the most significant conflict in Europe since the Second World War. The resulting spike up in oil and
natural gas energy prices, and therefore, inflation together with the perceived need for higher interest rates sooner than even at the turn
of the year, brought volatility to both equity and bond markets. This left Central Banks needing to react and make deliberate signals that
they are ready to take decisive action to tackle this inflation by increasing interest rates more rapidly and by more than previously
anticipated. Bond yields were driven higher and capital values inversely lower. Another bout of Covid cases in China brought more
uncertainty and localised lockdowns which impacted emerging markets on top of the Ukraine war.
Within equities there was a distinct rotation from growth to value styles. More of the current valuation of growth equities is based on future
earnings discounted to its present value. To do so a discount rate is used, which is based on the risk-free rate and the interest rate. As
the discount rate increases with rising interest rates the future earnings, which are of course uncertain, are valued today at a lower level.
Thus, growth-oriented equities particularly information technology (IT) and consumer discretionary sectors suffered a sharp selloff. On the
other hand, value orientated equities such as financials, industrial and obviously energy had a much better quarter with only minimal
losses or small gains. Within bonds, both corporate and government bonds were subject to higher yields and negative returns including
index linked as well as nominal varieties.
The CPI inflation figure in the US published in March showed another jump to 7.9% from the previous level of 7.5%. The UK CPI increased
by 0.7% to 6.2% in the March released figure. The Fed increased rates by 0.25% in the first quarter with many more increases of 0.50%
pencilled in for 2022. This was the first increase since 2018. The Bank of England increased rates for the third consecutive meeting to
0.75%, the same as before Covid struck.
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Highlights and changes

This document summarises what was discussed at the Q1 2022 FD Dynamic Portfolios Investment Committee.
A full quarterly review of the Plus, Lite and Core variants was carried out, which resulted in the
following changes within the FD DP Plus and FD DP Core ranges. No changes were made to the
FD DP Lite range.
Dodge & Cox US Stock chosen for a more flexible contrarian methodology, rather
than a strictly value benchmarked approach. It has a long tenure of manager at 11
years plus, and good consistent track record.

Sequel trimming FD DP Plus risk grades 4 to 8
Sequel trimming

Action:
Reduce all Sequel Target Return funds by
5% across all DP Plus risk grades where
they are held (risk grades 4 through 8).
Background and Consequences:
Sequel’s
asset
allocation
remains
strategically overweight in cash and
underweight in North America.
Any reduction in Sequel reduces exposure
to the value investment philosophy.
Key Points of this change:
• maintain
appropriate
overall
percentage proportions within
equities
• increase allocation to North
American equities
• retain exposure to the value
investment philosophy.

Sequel Target Return funds

Dodge & Cox US Stock

The Dodge & Cox US Stock fund strategy is that it invests primarily in a diversified
portfolio of U.S. equity securities. In selecting investments, the Fund invests in
companies that, in Dodge & Cox’s opinion, appear to be temporarily undervalued
by the stock market but have a favourable outlook for long-term growth.
The fund focuses on the underlying financial condition and prospects of individual
companies, including future earnings, cash flow, and dividends. Various other
factors, including financial strength, economic condition, competitive advantage,
quality of the business franchise, and the reputation, experience, and competence
of a company’s management are weighed against valuation in selecting individual
securities.
und info
Fund as
information
as at
31st March 2022
rmation
at 31st March
2022:
Total net assets: $3,707.6 million
Fund inception date: 1st December 2010
Number of companies held: 69
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Highlights and changes

Commentary on the new DP Plus fund manager

Their
time-tested
active
investment
approach centres on individual security
selection grounded in the relationship
between fundamentals and valuation.
Persistent and patient investors, they
carefully construct funds with a long-term
horizon.

Van Duyn Dodge & Morrie Cox were
disillusioned with the investment world of
1930 and saw an opportunity to create a
new kind of asset management firm.
Founded in 1930 as a San Francisco-based
investment manager, Dodge & Cox has
become one of the world’s largest
independently owned investment firms.
They focus on helping people realise their
investment goals by mastering the
complexity of investing.
They state that they are designed to
deliberately put clients and community
before themselves, with a simple business
model focused entirely on pursuing
investment excellence.

“Well-conceived
professional investment
management could bring
the force of some order
into a rather chaotic
investment world.”
- Morrie Cox (Founder)

They work as one diverse global investment
team researching debt and equity
securities, incorporating financially material
ESG and macro factors, and pressuretesting their thinking collectively.
They make every decision together, with
Committees
designed
to
eliminate
individual biases and spur dynamic debate.
They are built on a bedrock of independent
ownership, integrity, and team stability - so
they can serve clients not just for decades,
but for generations.
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Highlights and changes

FD DP Plus Risk Grade 10
Sequel trimming

Introduce more value and or mid cap equity
into DP Plus risk grade 10.

Dodge & Cox US Stock

US Blue Chip

This is being achieved by reducing
exposure to:
• T Rowe Price US Blue Chip; and
• Vanguard 100% Equity

100% Equity

FD DP Core risk grades 3 to 7
Sector

Active
multi
asset
value
Passive
multi
asset

Fund manager

Fund name

Cautious, Balanced
& Growth Target
Return

Lifestrategy

DP Core RG3

DP Core RG4

DP Core RG5

DP Core RG6

Cautious

Cautious

Balanced

Balanced

Growth

70.00%

80.00%

77.50%

82.50%

85.00%

40% Equity
30.00%

80% Equity
20.00%

80% Equity
22.50%

100% Equity
17.50%

DP Core RG7

100% Equity
15.00%

To ensure continued alignment of the DP Core range with the asset allocation framework Vanguard funds were
changed to those with higher equity content.
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Highlights and changes

A full quarterly review of the Active and Passive Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios (SDP) variants
was carried out, which resulted in no changes within the SDP Passive range, and the following
change in the SDP Active range.

Responsible Global Equity

The Foresight Global Real
Infrastructure Fund aims to grow,
over any 5-year period, by more
than 3% per annum above the
rate of UK inflation (as measured
by the UK Consumer Prices
Index).

Global Sustainable Equity Fund

Global Real Infrastructure

Broaden diversification
Inclusion of infrastructure focused listed equity
to add diversification and positive impact to the
existing pure equity and bond asset allocation.
To achieve this exposure to the BMO
Responsible Global Equity and Janus
Henderson Global Sustainable Equity funds is
being reduced across the Active range and
being redeployed to Foresight Global Real
Infrastructure across all SDP Active risk
grades.

Worthstone independent
rating of the Foresight
Global
Infrastructure
Fund.
More information on the
Impact Profile ratings is
contained on the next
page.

The investment philosophy of the Foresight Global Real Infrastructure fund
includes investing exclusively in the publicly traded shares of companies that own
or operate real infrastructure or renewable energy assets across the world.
Provides investors with a globally exposed portfolio with a low correlation to
equity market cycles whilst delivering a steady return.
Investing in companies that provide essential services allowing the global
economy to function in a sustainable manner while also addressing changing
social and demographic requirements. Targeting an underlying portfolio
characterised by long-term contracts with highly credit worthy counterparties and
which benefit from inflation linkage. Regularly monitor the portfolio companies
against a predefined set of criteria to ensure they continue to meet their
sustainability requirements.
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Highlights and changes

Commentary on the new Active SDP fund manager

Foresight are a sustainability-led alternative assets and SME investment manager with as at 20th May 2022 c.£8.7bn of
assets under management. They have 12 offices across 7 countries and are a global business with well-established local
connections. They have three core investment divisions, including Infrastructure. They target attractive returns from hardto-access private markets for over 200 institutional and c.28,000 private investors.
They state that the crux of their approach is the alignment of
their investment strategies to the key themes shaping societies
and the planet for future generations. Their investment
strategies are designed to create a resilient, decarbonised
world and to deliver high-quality jobs that will power tomorrow's
economy, while delivering attractive, risk-adjusted and
sustainable returns for their investors. They say that they’re
investing for a smarter future.

“Investments that
power tomorrow’s
economy.”

Transparent ESG authenticity
Impact profiles

The big challenge facing the ESG (Environmental, Social & Governance) investment world is evidencing the ESG
authenticity of funds. To enable as much transparency as possible, the SDPs use software produced by ESG research
experts, Worthstone.
The application of a consistent methodology across the ESG fund universe is the key to enabling transparency to help
make informed decisions on the authenticity of ESG funds. The data then needs to be contextualised and standardised so
that the information can be used to compare funds reliably and fairly.
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Transparent ESG authenticity
Active Agent

Impact profiles

It is more important to know and understand the asset
manager and trust their process as the holdings change.
The analysis has been extended so that an assessment of
the investment fund’s contribution can also be done i.e., the
impact and sustainable performance of the asset
management firm. This includes an assessment of their
commitment and performance to ESG and the impact
markets beyond that of their individual fund(s) as well as
how they influence sustainable practices through their
stewardship (e.g., voting and engagement). Assessment is
currently across over 100 asset managers representing
over 300 funds, across 40 metrics using quantitative and
qualitative analysis.

The ‘Worthstone Impact Profiles’, launched on
the 1st January 2021, following an 18-month
research project, provides data to consistently
analyse the expanding universe of ESG funds.
The impact profiles provide greater insight into a
fund’s composition, risks and management
through a Carbon Risk score and Active Agent
Asset Manager practices/policies assessment or
ranking analysis. The data benefits from
continual and frequent updating, with quarterly
reviews of new fund entrants and dynamic
ratings across the entire ESG universe, meaning
that the SDPs always remain at the leading edge
of ESG authenticity.
The purpose of this rating is to rank funds that
can be trusted to intentionally generate the
highest levels of positive impact, relative to their
peers. This is a dynamic rating and is the
weighted average of four scores.
4 Impact scores

Positive Impact
Highlights the progress a fund is making
towards generating more intentional
positive
impact.
Investing
with
intentionality
focuses
on
holding
investments in companies contributing
towards solutions that are meeting some
of the world’s greatest challenges. These
challenges can be related to the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).

The objective is to codify the net positive impact of each
fund by weighing up the following:

1) Positive Impact – the positive impact of underlying assets within the fund
2) Active Agent – how closely does the fund contribute to the positive impact of the
companies in which they invest
3) Avoidance of harm – a rigorous process in evaluating the underlying holdings’
connection to harmful products or practices.
4) ESG – management of the operational impact through robust ESG practices

And the Carbon Risk score.

Avoidance of Harm
Drawing on advisory from an external academic, a
comprehensive proprietary framework has been developed
in order to analyse the presence of controversies within a
fund’s portfolio and highlight any exposure to harmful
sectors and products.
ESG
Focuses on operational impact measuring the ESG
practices and opportunities associated with the fund’s
underlying holdings, providing insight into the companies’
resilience to long-term, financially-material ESG risks.
Carbon Risk
It is important to consider the carbon risk to a portfolio. As
the current market is not factoring in carbon, significant
systematic risk channels are emergent. Within impact
investing, it is inherent to think that the carbon scoring
would be similar across the board. However, often carbonefficient portfolios exhibit unintended sector and factor
biases so carbon risk scoring can be a useful tool to assess
overall portfolio risk.
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Smart diversification

To help manage and spread investment risk,
assets are selected from a wide variety of
classes and funds to sit inside the Dynamic
Portfolios. Without knowledge of investment
and asset classes, as well as sufficient
resources, it may be difficult for you to create
a diversified portfolio. To help with this, the
Dynamic Portfolios benefit from ‘smart
diversification’.
is smart
diversification?
WhatWhat
is smart
diversification?

Diversification works best when assets are
uncorrelated or negatively correlated with
one another, in other words, as some parts of
a portfolio fall, others rise.
Smart diversification, where possible,
involves investing across different asset types
(i.e., bonds as well as equities, etc.), different
investment styles (i.e., active management
and passive investing) and different
investment philosophies (i.e., growth and
value).

Value core
Multi-asset
passive
Growth
satellites
Image shown refers to the
Dynamic Portfolio Plus range

While individual stocks and markets will continue to go up and down, smart diversification across assets, styles and philosophies
can help investors minimise their risks.
Although it does not guarantee against loss, smart diversification is the most important component of reaching long-range
financial goals while minimising risk.
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The Dynamic Portfolios Plus range

Sector

Fund manager

Fund name

DP Plus RG4

DP Plus RG5

DP Plus RG6

DP Plus RG7

DP Plus RG8

DP Plus RG10

Active multi
asset value
core

Cautious, Balanced &
Growth Target Return

Cautious
45.00%

Cautious
40.00%

Balanced
40.00%

Growth
40.00%

Growth
30.00%

0.00%

Investment
trust fund of
funds

Mastertrust

10.00%

15.00%

15.00%

15.00%

15.00%

17.50%

UK equities

Special Situations

2.50%

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

7.50%

US Equities

US Stock

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

US equities

US Blue Chip

2.50%

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

10.00%

European
equities

European

2.50%

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

7.50%

10.00%

Japanese
equities

Japan

1.50%

3.00%

3.00%

3.00%

4.50%

7.50%

Japanese
equities

Japanese

1.00%

2.00%

2.00%

2.00%

3.00%

5.00%

Asia Pacific
equities

Asian

0.00%

0.00%

5.00%

5.00%

7.50%

10.00%

Emerging
market equities

EM Growth

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

3.75%

6.25%

Emerging
market equities

Global EM
Opportunities

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

3.75%

6.25%

Passive multi
asset satellite

Lifestrategy

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100% Equity
20.00%

Passive multi
asset satellite

Multi Index

Multi Index 3 Multi Index 3 Multi Index 3 Multi Index 3 Multi Index7
30.00%
20.00%
15.00%
15.00%
10.00%

0.00%
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Sample live DP Plus 4 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

DP Plus on Clearview Risk Grade 4 v Cash+ 2.75%

DP Plus
Plus 4 Objective
Objective
DP
The FD Dynamic Portfolio Plus risk grade 4 aims
to provide returns, in line with your risk
tolerance, over the medium-term (defined as 5
to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to provide capital
returns over the medium-term of 2.75% per year,
after all fund management charges, above that
expected from long-term cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

Asset allocation *

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the
Bank of England monthly interest rate of UK
monetary financial institutions (excluding Central
Bank), sterling fixed rate bond deposits from
households (in percent) not seasonally adjusted and
is used to represent the return that could be
expected from long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Past performance
Past performance
is is
no guide
noto
guide
to future
returns
future
returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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Sample live DP Plus 6 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

DP Plus on Clearview Risk Grade 6 v Cash+ 4.25%

DP Plus
Objective
Plus 66 Objective
The FD Dynamic Portfolio Plus risk grade 6 aims
to provide returns, in line with your risk
tolerance, over the medium-term (defined as 5
to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to provide capital
returns over the medium-term of 4.25% per year,
after all fund management charges, above that
expected from long-term cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

Asset allocation *

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the
Bank of England monthly interest rate of UK
monetary financial institutions (excluding Central
Bank), sterling fixed rate bond deposits from
households (in percent) not seasonally adjusted and
is used to represent the return that could be
expected from long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Past performance
Past performance
is isno guide
no guide to future returns
to future returns
c

Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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Sample live DP Plus 8 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

DP Plus on Clearview Risk Grade 8 v Cash+ 5.75%

DP Plus
Plus 8 Objective
Objective
DP
The FD Dynamic Portfolio Plus risk grade 8 aims
to provide returns, in line with your risk
tolerance, over the medium-term (defined as 5
to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to provide capital
returns over the medium-term of 5.75% per year,
after all fund management charges, above that
expected from long-term cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

Asset allocation *

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the
Bank of England monthly interest rate of UK
monetary financial institutions (excluding Central
Bank), sterling fixed rate bond deposits from
households (in percent) not seasonally adjusted and
is used to represent the return that could be
expected from long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Past performance
Past performance
is isno guide
noto
guide
to future
returns
future
returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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The Dynamic Portfolios Lite range

Sector
Passive multi
asset
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector
Passive single
sector

Fund manager

Fund name

DP Lite RG3
Multi Index 3
42.50%

DP Lite RG4
Multi Index 3
42.50%

DP Lite RG5
Multi Index 4
42.50%

DP Lite RG6
Multi Index 4
42.50%

DP Lite RG7
Multi Index 5
42.50%

DP Lite RG8
Multi Index 6
42.50%

DP Lite RG10

Global Inflation Linked
Bond Index
Corporate Bond
1 to 10 Year
Core Global Aggregate
Bond UCITS ETF
Overseas Corporate Bond
Index
North American Equity
Index

7.89%

5.57%

4.92%

2.57%

1.51%

0.40%

0.00%

6.58%

4.63%

4.09%

2.14%

1.25%

0.33%

0.00%

6.58%

4.63%

4.09%

2.14%

1.25%

0.33%

0.00%

6.58%

4.63%

4.09%

2.14%

1.25%

0.33%

0.00%

4.54%

6.74%

7.31%

9.51%

10.21%

11.10%

20.57%

UK Gilts 0-5yr ETF

3.51%

2.48%

2.19%

1.14%

0.67%

0.18%

0.00%

US Mortgage-Backed
Securities UCITS ETF

3.50%

2.48%

2.17%

1.14%

0.67%

0.18%

0.00%

FTSE 250 UCITS ETF

2.89%

4.29%

4.65%

6.05%

6.50%

7.06%

13.09%

Global Small-Cap Index

2.89%

4.29%

4.65%

6.05%

6.50%

7.06%

13.09%

Continental European
Equity Index

2.07%

3.07%

3.32%

4.32%

4.64%

5.05%

9.35%

Core FTSE 100 ETF

2.07%

3.07%

3.32%

4.32%

4.64%

5.05%

9.35%

Japan Index

1.86%

2.76%

2.99%

3.89%

4.18%

4.54%

8.41%

MSCI Emerging Markets
UCITS ETF
Pacific ex-Japan Stock
Index
Global Health &
Pharmaceuticals Index
Global Property Securities
Equity Index
All Commodities UCITS
ETF
Global Infrastructure
Index C

1.55%

2.30%

2.49%

3.24%

3.48%

3.78%

7.01%

1.55%

2.30%

2.49%

3.24%

3.48%

3.78%

7.01%

1.24%

1.84%

1.99%

2.59%

2.78%

3.03%

5.61%

0.74%

0.81%

0.91%

1.00%

1.50%

1.76%

0.00%

0.74%

0.81%

0.91%

1.00%

1.50%

1.76%

3.26%

0.74%

0.81%

0.91%

1.00%

1.50%

1.76%

3.26%

Multi Index

0.00%
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Sample live DP Lite 4 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

DP Lite on Clearview Risk Grade 4 v Cash+ 2.75%

DPLite
Lite 44 Objective
Objective
DP
The FD Dynamic Portfolio Lite risk grade 4 aims
to provide returns, in line with your risk
tolerance, over the medium-term (defined as 5
to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to provide capital
returns over the medium-term of 2.75% per year,
after all fund management charges, above that
expected from long-term cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

Asset allocation *

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the
Bank of England monthly interest rate of UK
monetary financial institutions (excluding Central
Bank), sterling fixed rate bond deposits from
households (in percent) not seasonally adjusted and
is used to represent the return that could be
expected from long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Past performance
Past performance
is isno guide
no guide to future returns
to future returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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Sample live DP Lite 6 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

DP Lite on Clearview Risk Grade 6 v Cash+ 4.25%

DP
DPLite
Lite 46 Objective
Objective
The FD Dynamic Portfolio Lite risk grade 6 aims
to provide returns, in line with your risk
tolerance, over the medium-term (defined as 5
to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to provide capital
returns over the medium-term of 4.25% per year,
after all fund management charges, above that
expected from long-term cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

Asset allocation *

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the
Bank of England monthly interest rate of UK
monetary financial institutions (excluding Central
Bank), sterling fixed rate bond deposits from
households (in percent) not seasonally adjusted and
is used to represent the return that could be
expected from long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Past performance
is guide
Past performance
is no
no guide to future returns
to future returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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Sample live DP Lite 8 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

DP Lite on Clearview Risk Grade 8 v Cash+ 5.75%

DPLite
Lite 88 Objective
Objective
DP
The FD Dynamic Portfolio Lite risk grade 8 aims
to provide returns, in line with your risk
tolerance, over the medium-term (defined as 5
to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to provide capital
returns over the medium-term of 5.75% per year,
after all fund management charges, above that
expected from long-term cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

Asset allocation *

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the
Bank of England monthly interest rate of UK
monetary financial institutions (excluding Central
Bank), sterling fixed rate bond deposits from
households (in percent) not seasonally adjusted and
is used to represent the return that could be
expected from long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Past performance
Past performance
is isno guide
noto
guide
to future
returns
future
returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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The Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios

A growing number of investors are demanding investment
choices that do more than provide them with a rate of return.
Investors are seeking options that will help their assets
grow, whilst managing the risks to this growth from
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors. In
doing so, investors may also look to avoid investing in
companies that do harm, and support those that benefit
society in some respect.
The Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios are investment portfolios that have been carefully designed to
balance investment risk with returns to help achieve your financial goals, taking into account your
attitude to risk, time frame, capacity for loss and crucially environmental, social and governance
(ESG) criteria.
These portfolios can be further tailored with risk levels ranging from a low risk tolerance to a high-risk tolerance. This
allows us to select and put in place investment solutions that align with your personal needs and financial objectives in
an ever-changing market whilst taking into consideration ESG criteria.
The Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios are distinctive because we can directly link the target investment returns of the portfolios with the
annual returns you are aiming for. We believe this gives you the best chance of achieving your financial goals in your time frames.
In addition to balancing risk and return, the Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios benefit from using two different investment styles, active management and
passive investing.
Actively managed funds are led by either a professional fund manager or a team of professional fund managers. They actively make investment
decisions based on in-depth research and their own judgement and experience.
Passive investing is where investments are designed to mirror the movement of a certain market.
Neither investment style is ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. These two inherently different approaches to managing investments are used by the Sustainable Dynamic
Portfolios to offer you a blend of both active and passive investment styles.
We have chosen the word ‘Sustainable’ to represent our portfolios as they provide investment solutions that incorporate ESG factors into
investment decisions to better manage risk and potentially enhance long-term returns.
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The Active Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios range

Type

Fund manager

Fund name

SDP Active RG4

SDP Active RG5

SDP Active RG6

SDP Active RG7

SDP Active RG8

SDP Active RG10

Defensive

Green Bond

10.80%

9.00%

7.20%

5.40%

3.60%

0.00%

Defensive

Ethical Corporate Bond

10.80%

9.00%

7.20%

5.40%

3.60%

0.00%

Defensive

ASI Ethical Corporate Bond

10.80%

9.00%

7.20%

5.40%

3.60%

0.00%

Defensive

Sustainable Managed Income

10.80%

9.00%

7.20%

5.40%

3.60%

0.00%

Defensive

Responsible Corporate Bond

10.80%

9.00%

7.20%

5.40%

3.60%

0.00%

Defensive

UK Social Bond

6.00%

5.00%

4.00%

3.00%

2.00%

0.00%

Growth

SF UK Growth

1.33%

1.67%

2.00%

2.33%

2.67%

3.33%

Growth

SF European Growth

1.67%

2.08%

2.50%

2.92%

3.33%

4.17%

Growth

Global Sustainable Equity

2.00%

2.50%

3.00%

3.50%

4.00%

5.00%

Growth

US Sustainable Growth

2.67%

3.33%

4.00%

4.67%

5.33%

6.67%

Growth

Global Real Infrastructure

5.00%

6.00%

7.00%

8.00%

10.00%

10.00%

Growth

Asian Environmental

4.33%

5.42%

6.50%

7.58%

8.67%

10.83%

Growth

Responsible Global Equity

3.67%

4.58%

5.50%

6.42%

7.33%

9.17%

Growth

Better World GBP

5.00%

6.25%

7.50%

8.75%

10.00%

12.50%

Growth

Sustainable Leaders Trust

4.67%

5.83%

7.00%

8.17%

9.33%

11.67%

Growth

Global Environment Fund

5.33%

6.67%

8.00%

9.33%

10.67%

13.33%

Growth

Impact Opportunities

5.33%

6.67%

8.00%

9.33%

10.67%

13.33%
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What should you be thinking about regarding recent SDP falls?

It goes without saying that it has
been a challenging period for the
Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios
(SDPs) performance since early
December.
Although it is tempting to ‘blame’
sustainable investments, a wider
analysis of the root causes will
provide
more
accuracy
and
subsequently
a
better
understanding. It is also important
to remind ourselves that these are
long-term
investments
in
sustainable trends that will shape
our world for years to come.
The ultimate reason for the recent
drawdowns seen in the SDPs has
been the dramatic investment
philosophy rotation – or change
– from the Growth philosophy to
Value. The impact has been felt
more greatly in the SDPs as all
funds are of the Growth philosophy.

14.88%

Graph 1 –
World Growth to Value rotation over 89 days
Source: FE Fundinfo

This rapid change, as shown in
graph 1, mainly driven by sentiment,
was due to a surge in global
inflation, which in turn has fuelled
fears of more interest rate rises than
previously anticipated which has
disproportionately
hurt
long
duration assets such as Growth
equities (or shares).

In combination with this philosophy rotation, inflation clearly remains a prevailing topic with its highest
levels in over 40 years fuelled in the main by the increase in energy prices.
The speed of this rotation was also spurred on by a far more serious event on 24th February which hit
markets massively. Putin’s Russia launched what is the largest military attack in Europe since the Second
World War when he invaded Ukraine. Albeit generally short-term, war always impacts the confidence of
markets; this time was no different.
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WhatWhat
should
this this
tell you?
should
tell y
It is normal to get preoccupied by the current noise of news headlines when your
investment portfolios fall in value in the short term. And clearly during the last quarter
there have been many such distractions caused from anxiety about inflation and the
grave news from Ukraine.
We have gone back to the active managers within the Active range of SDPs and they
have confirmed the potential impact on their underlying holdings in view of what we’ve
discussed above and are reassured in their medium to long term views.
Why isWhy
this?is this?
Key points
•

Growth to value rotation driven by
inflation and interest rate rise fears.

•

Drawdowns
mainly
driven
sentiment and momentum.

•

The SDPs not invested in carbon
intensive industries such as energy
stocks where prices have risen due to
Putin’s invasion of Ukraine.

•

by

Medium to long-term outlook very
positive as countries look to domestic
energy security focusing on noncarbon intensive industries such as
renewables.

Many of the companies they invest in either have or anticipate posting positive
trading updates, and in some cases are ahead of expectations. The drawdown has
allowed the fund managers to invest in and add to companies whose valuations
have fallen due to the aforementioned negative sentiment, rather than a worsening
in the quality or prospects of the underlying fundamentals. As a result, the
arguments for sustainable investing have strengthened. One reason for this is the
Ukraine war has motivated countries with an over-dependency on non-domestic
energy supplies to look for alternatives such as renewable energy, greater energy
efficiency and more sustainable options.
It is also worth remembering that there is a brief time opportunity to limit the effects
of global warming which when combined with the search for alternatives will
significantly include renewable sources of energy. Companies in this area will
benefit from this focus irrespective of the short termism which is impacting financial
markets currently.
Clearly sustainable investing is needed now more than ever which will inevitably
have medium to long-term benefits to the SDPs and so ‘zooming out’ to view
matters over the longer term is even more essential now than ever.
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Sample live Active SDP 4 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

Active SDP on Clearview Risk Grade 4 v Cash+2.75%

Active
Active SDP
SDP 44 Objective
Objective
The FD Active Sustainable Dynamic Portfolio
risk grade 4 aims to provide returns, in line with
your risk tolerance, over the medium-term
(defined as 5 to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to
provide capital returns over the medium-term of
2.75% per year, after all fund management
charges, above that expected from long-term
cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

Asset allocation *

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the Bank
of England monthly interest rate of UK monetary
financial institutions (excluding Central Bank),
sterling fixed rate bond deposits from households (in
percent) not seasonally adjusted and is used to
represent the return that could be expected from
long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Past performance
is guide
Past performance
is no
noto
guide
to future
returns
future
returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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Sample live Active SDP 6 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

Active SDP on Clearview Risk Grade 6 v Cash+ 4.25%

Active
Active SDP
SDP 6
6 Objective
Objective
The FD Active Sustainable Dynamic Portfolio
risk grade 6 aims to provide returns, in line with
your risk tolerance, over the medium-term
(defined as 5 to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to
provide capital returns over the medium-term of
4.25% per year, after all fund management
charges, above that expected from long-term
cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

Asset allocation *

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the Bank
of England monthly interest rate of UK monetary
financial institutions (excluding Central Bank),
sterling fixed rate bond deposits from households (in
percent) not seasonally adjusted and is used to
represent the return that could be expected from
long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Past performance
Past performance
is is
no guide
no guide to future returns
to future returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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Sample live Active SDP 8 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

Active
ActiveSDP
SDP88Objective
Objective

Active SDP on Clearview Risk Grade 8 v Cash+ 5.75%

The FD Active Sustainable Dynamic Portfolio
risk grade 8 aims to provide returns, in line with
your risk tolerance, over the medium-term
(defined as 5 to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to
provide capital returns over the medium-term of
5.75% per year, after all fund management
charges, above that expected from long-term
cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

Asset allocation *

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the Bank
of England monthly interest rate of UK monetary
financial institutions (excluding Central Bank),
sterling fixed rate bond deposits from households (in
percent) not seasonally adjusted and is used to
represent the return that could be expected from
long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Past performance
Past performance
is isno guide
no guide to future returns
to future returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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The Climate impact Sustainable Dynamic Portfolio

What is impact investing?
Impact investing refers to an investment strategy that focuses on generating positive and
measurable environmental, social and governance (ESG) impacts whilst receiving a
financial return.
Fund name

Climate
Impact SDP
RG10

Growth

Sustainable Energy

15.00%

Growth

Global Clean Energy

22.50%

Growth

Global Environment Fund

20.00%

Growth

Clean Energy

7.50%

Growth

ISF Global Energy Transition

27.50%

Growth

Clean Technology

7.50%

Type

Fund manager

What is the Climate Impact SDP?
The Climate Impact SDP is part of our Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios (SDPs) range,
which is designed to offer you more than a standard investment portfolio, by aiming to
deliver aspirational outcomes that reflect your financial objectives, build confidence, and
solve common problems investors may encounter.
At Foster Denovo, we’re passionate about helping our clients to invest their money in a
more sustainable way. Therefore, the Climate Impact SDP has been designed for
investors who are looking for a more focused exposure to climate impact investing,
comprised of the following themes:
Electrification
Energy efficiency
Development of clean and alternative energy sources
Companies who are leading the decarbonisation transition

Originally planned to take place in 2020, COP26 was delayed due
to the Covid-19 pandemic. However, this event in November 2021
was one of the most significant ones since COP21 held in Paris at
the end of 2015.Attended by heads of state, government ministers,
negotiators and environmental experts, COP26 had four stated
goals(1).
(1) https://ukcop26.org/cop26-goals/

With prioritisation of climate change escalating, and with specific
reference to goal 3 – ‘unleash the trillions’ – an increasing number
of investors are looking for a climate focused portfolio, which can sit
alongside broader ESG and sustainable investment strategies.
Bearing all of this in mind, we’re passionate about helping our clients
to invest their money in a more sustainable way. So, the Climate
Impact Sustainable Dynamic Portfolio (SDP) has been specifically
designed for investors who are looking for a more focused exposure
to climate impact investing.
The Climate Impact SDP will sit alongside and be able to be
combined with the existing FD Active and Passive Sustainable
Dynamic Portfolio solutions, as well as the mainstream Dynamic
Portfolios. The Climate Impact SDP aims to select investments that
predominantly sit in the ‘Impact’ area of the ESG spectrum. This
means an investor will be able to address societal challenges, in this
case specifically relating to climate change, whilst still aiming to
generate competitive financial returns.
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The Passive Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios range

Fund name

SDP Passive
RG4

SDP Passive
RG5

SDP Passive
RG6

SDP Passive
RG7

SDP Passive
RG8

SDP Passive
RG10

Defensive

€ Corporate Bond 0-3yr
ESG UCITS ETF

7.50%

6.25%

5.00%

3.75%

2.50%

0.00%

Defensive

BBgBarc MSCI US Liquid
Corporates Sustainable
ETF

7.50%

6.25%

5.00%

3.75%

2.50%

0.00%

Defensive

€ Corporate Bond ESG
UCITS ETF Hedged

11.25%

9.38%

7.50%

5.63%

3.75%

0.00%

Defensive

JP Morgan Global
Government ESGond
UCITS ETF

15.00%

12.50%

10.00%

7.50%

5.00%

0.00%

Defensive

GBP Corporate Bond
ESG UCITS ETF

18.75%

15.63%

12.50%

9.38%

6.25%

0.00%

Growth

MSCI EM SRI UCITS
ETF

4.33%

5.42%

6.50%

7.58%

8.67%

10.83%

Growth

(Irl) ETF plc - MSCI UK
IMI Socially Resp. UCITS
ETF

6.00%

7.50%

9.00%

10.50%

12.00%

15.00%

Growth

MSCI Europe SRI UCITS
ETF

6.67%

8.33%

10.00%

11.67%

13.33%

16.67%

Growth

MSCI Japan SRI UCITS
ETF

7.00%

8.75%

10.50%

12.25%

14.00%

17.50%

Growth

MSCI USA SRI UCITS
ETF

16.00%

20.00%

24.00%

28.00%

32.00%

40.00%

Type

Fund manager
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Sample live Passive SDP 4 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

Passive
Passive SDP
SDP 44 Objective
Objective

Passive SDP on Clearview Risk Grade 4 v Cash+ 2.75%

The FD Passive Sustainable Dynamic Portfolio
risk grade 4 aims to provide returns, in line with
your risk tolerance, over the medium-term
(defined as 5 to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to
provide capital returns over the medium-term of
2.75% per year, after all fund management
charges, above that expected from long-term
cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the Bank
of England monthly interest rate of UK monetary
financial institutions (excluding Central Bank),
sterling fixed rate bond deposits from households (in
percent) not seasonally adjusted and is used to
represent the return that could be expected from
long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Asset allocation *

Past performance
is isno guide
Past performance
noto
guide
to future
returns
future
returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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Sample live Passive SDP 6 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

Passive SDP 6 Objective
Passive
Objective

Passive SDP on Clearview Risk Grade 6 v Cash+ 4.25%

The FD Passive Sustainable Dynamic Portfolio
risk grade 6 aims to provide returns, in line with
your risk tolerance, over the medium-term
(defined as 5 to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to
provide capital returns over the medium-term of
4.25% per year, after all fund management
charges, above that expected from long-term
cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the Bank
of England monthly interest rate of UK monetary
financial institutions (excluding Central Bank),
sterling fixed rate bond deposits from households (in
percent) not seasonally adjusted and is used to
represent the return that could be expected from
long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Asset allocation *

Past performance
is guide
Past performance
is no
noto
guide
to future
returns
future
returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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Sample live Passive SDP 8 performance up to end of Q1 2022 with the longest history

Passive
PassiveSDP
SDP88Objective
Objective

Passive SDP on Clearview Risk Grade 8 v Cash+ 5.75%

The FD Passive Sustainable Dynamic Portfolio
risk grade 8 aims to provide returns, in line with
your risk tolerance, over the medium-term
(defined as 5 to 7 years). The Portfolio aims to
provide capital returns over the medium-term of
5.75% per year, after all fund management
charges, above that expected from long-term
cash deposits*.

Source: FE Fundinfo

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the Bank
of England monthly interest rate of UK monetary
financial institutions (excluding Central Bank),
sterling fixed rate bond deposits from households (in
percent) not seasonally adjusted and is used to
represent the return that could be expected from
long-term cash deposits.

Equity regional exposure *

Asset allocation *

Past performance
is isno guide
Past performance
noto
guide
to future
returns
future
returns
Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance
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What are the FD Dynamic Portfolios?

The FD Dynamic Portfolios (DPs) are investment portfolios that have been carefully designed to balance investment risk with returns to help investors
achieve their financial goals, considering their attitude to risk, time frame and capacity for loss.
Spread across three distinct offerings – Lite, Core and Plus – enabling the selection of the option that best matches an investor’s goals. Each of these
portfolios can be further tailored with risk levels ranging from a low-risk tolerance to a high-risk tolerance.
Our responsive approach means that the DPs reflect up-to-date markets and continue to match a level of risk within the given targeted range. This
includes adjusting the balance between active and passive investment strategies to align with where we believe we are in the market cycle. This
rebalancing is reviewed on a quarterly basis and is linked to an investor’s risk tolerance.
To help manage and spread risk, we select assets from a wide variety of classes and funds to sit inside the DPs. This enables us to build diversified
portfolios that spread investment risk. All the funds that sit inside the DPs are selected following a comprehensive quantitative and qualitative screening
process that brings together both hard and soft facts.
Each of the DPs undergoes rigorous quarterly reviews that involve both internal and external investment experts. The review process is a core part of
our dynamic offering, giving investors’ confidence that their portfolio is frequently reviewed with their risk tolerance and wider market and economic
factors in mind.

Contact us
If you’d like further information about the Dynamic Portfolios or the Sustainable Dynamic Portfolios, please contact your Foster Denovo Partner. Or, if
you are new to Foster Denovo:
call: 0330 332 7866,
email: info@FDdynamicportfolios.com; or
visit fosterdenovo.com/investment-solutions/sustainable-investing/
Calls are charged at your standard landline rate.
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The Dynamic Portfolios Core range

Sector

Active
multi
asset
value
Passive
multi
asset

Fund manager

Fund name

Cautious, Balanced
& Growth Target
Return

DP Core RG3

DP Core RG4

DP Core RG5

DP Core RG6

Cautious

Cautious

Balanced

Balanced

Growth

70.00%

80.00%

77.50%

82.50%

85.00%

Lifestrategy

40% Equity
30.00%

80% Equity
20.00%

80% Equity
22.50%

Asset allocation *

DP Core on Clearview Risk Grade 5 v Cash+ 3.50%

100% Equity
17.50%

DP Core RG7

100% Equity
15.00%

Equity regional exposure *

Source: Morningstar

(*) As at last rebalance

Source: FE Fundinfo

DP Core 5 Objective
The FD Dynamic Portfolio Core risk grade 5 aims to provide returns, in
line with your risk tolerance, over the medium-term (defined as 5 to 7
years). The Portfolio aims to provide capital returns over the mediumterm of 3.50% per year, after all fund management charges, above that
expected from long-term cash deposits*.

Past performance is
no guide to future returns

*The long-term cash deposits are based on the Bank of England monthly
interest rate of UK monetary financial institutions (excluding Central Bank),
sterling fixed rate bond deposits from households (in percent) not seasonally
adjusted and is used to represent the return that could be expected from
long-term cash deposits.
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Important notes

This document and the investment manager
This document has been prepared and issued by FD Dynamic Portfolios Limited (FDDPL), which is an appointed representative of Foster Denovo
Limited (FRN 462728), which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). FDDPL has issued this document in its capacity
as investment adviser to the investment manager, AB Investment Solutions Limited (FRN 705062), which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA).
Views and opinions
The views and opinions expressed in this document are those of FD Dynamic Portfolios Limited as the investment adviser. They should not be taken
as a personal recommendation to buy or sell, or as advice on how any investment mentioned is likely to perform. Every care has been taken to make
sure the accuracy of the information published in this document. It cannot, however, be guaranteed.
Performance data
Unless otherwise stated, all performance figures are from FE Fund Info, formerly called Financial Express Analytics, and are calculated on a total
return, bid to bid basis (no initial charges) to 31st March 2022 (net income reinvested). Performance figures include the underlying funds’ ongoing
charges figures (OCFs) and exclude rebates and external charges from FD Dynamic Portfolios, the investment manager, or the Foster Denovo Partner.
Where performance data is not available for a period of five years or more, this is quoted from inception date. Where no performance figures are
shown, no data is available, which we have labelled as N/A for the purposes of this document.
Any tables in this document provide past performance data and should not be taken as a guide to future returns. The data represents the period over
which FD Dynamic Portfolios has operated the funds in their stated configuration. The FD Dynamic Portfolios have been operating using the same
formulation since 31st December 2018.
Any data included within this report reflects the performance and charges for the FD Dynamic Portfolios as managed on the Clearview Platform. This
data may differ on other platforms due to fund and share class availability and the trading processes adopted by the platform.
The value of investments and the income that can be earned from them may go down as well as up and a client may not get back the full amount
invested. Rates and bases of taxation are subject to change. The risks of investment associated with different asset classes, for example, overseas
equity, property, corporate debt, commodities, and alternative assets vary in their nature.
Yield
The Quarterly Investment Review quotes any historic yield, which reflects distribution declared over the past twelve months as a percentage of the
unit price. It is based on a snapshot of the portfolios on that day.
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Ongoing charges figure (OCF)
The OCF is defined as the expected total cost of managing and operating the fund for the coming year. The OCF includes the annual management
charge (AMC) paid to the fund manager plus the additional operational charges of the fund (custody, distribution, audit, registration and regulatory
fees). The OCF does not include an estimate of performance fees unlike a previous measure, total expense ratio (TER), which was based on the
experience over the prior year.
The OCF figures quoted in this report are net of any rebates paid to Clearview from the OCF. Any such rebates received are credited to the client’s
portfolio. The OCF figures in this report do not include Clearview’s own charges or those of the Foster Denovo Partner; neither do they include any
dealing costs associated with buying or selling the funds.
Seeking appropriate financial advice
Neither Clearview, nor FD Dynamic Portfolios Limited nor the investment manager are authorised to provide investment advice to individuals. It is
important that clients take a medium to long-term view when investing and are realistic about performance outcomes.
If a client wishes to obtain financial advice as to whether an investment is suitable for their needs, they should consult their Foster Denovo Partner.
Clients should make sure they have understood the contents of their Foster Denovo Partner’s suitability report before proceeding with any proposed
investment.
Regulatory
The information presented herein is for illustrative purposes only and does not provide sufficient information on which to make an informed investment
decision. This document is not intended and should not be construed as an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any specific investments
or participate in any investment (or other) strategy. Potential investors will have sought advice concerning the suitability of any investment from their
Foster Denovo Partner. Potential investors should be aware that past performance is not an indication of future performance and the value of
investments, and the income derived from them may fluctuate and they may not receive back the amount they originally invested.
The tax treatment of investments depends on each investor’s individual circumstances and is subject to changes in tax legislation. The information in
this document is for private circulation only and though it is believed to be correct it cannot be guaranteed. No representation or warranty (express or
otherwise) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this document and Foster Denovo and its Partners and
employees accept no liability for the consequences of your acting upon the information contained herein.
This document has been prepared and issued by FD Dynamic Portfolios Limited (FDDPL), which is an appointed representative of Foster Denovo
Limited (FRN 462728), and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). FDDPL has issued this document in its capacity
as investment adviser to the investment manager, AB Investment Solutions Limited (FRN 705062), which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA).
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